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Abstract 
We study complete Kp,q-factorisations of Kin, n, Simple necessary conditions are found and 
we conjecture that these conditions are also sufficient. A general construction is given to find 
infinite families of factorisations proving the conjecture in many cases. The conjecture is proved 
for Kl,q-factorisations of Kn, n except for q = 4k + 1. The conjecture is also proved for a further 
family of Kl, 3-factorisations. 
1. In t roduct ion  
We shall be dealing with simple undirected graphs (no loops or multiple edges). 
The vertex (respectively edge) set of  a graph G will be denoted V(G) (respectively 
E(G)).  
Km,n will denote a complete bipartite graph on sets of size m and n. Sk will denote 
the star on (k + 1 ) vertices; i.e. Sk = Kl,k. We shall generally use the notation of graph 
theory as in, for example, Wilson [5]. Section 2 sets out the basic idea of  factorisations 
and examines the necessary conditions for Kp, q-factorisations of Km,n to exist. The main 
idea is that there are a few simple basic arithmetical conditions which must be satisfied 
and that, in any particular 'type' of  situation, there is a minimal pair of  values for m, n 
which satisfy these conditions and of which any other pair is a multiple. Conjecture 2.7 
states that factorisations always exist for this minimal pair and hence for all situations 
where the basic arithmetical conditions hold. 
In Section 3 we use tessellations of the plane by rectangles to show the existence 
of a large class of factorisations. In a complete bipartite graph we can, by labelling 
the vertices of  the two sets on which it is defined by the integers 0 , . . . ,m-  1 and 
0 . . . . .  n -  1, identify the edges of the graph with the mn unit squares a regular dissection 
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of an m × n square in the plane. Indeed the whole plane is divided into unit squares by 
the integer lattice and by choosing a tessellation of it with a high degree of translational 
symmetry we determine the existence of the factorisations we require. 
Section 4 considers how this tessellation relates to the minimal pairs guaranteed in
Section 2 and shows that Conjecture 2.7 holds in a great many particular situations 
and for Ki,2-factorisations always (recovering the result of Ushio [2]). 
Section 5 examines Kl,q-factorisations of Kn, n and shows that, apart from q = 4k+ 1, 
the conjecture is true in these situations. Section 6 proves the conjecture for a further 
infinite family of K1,3-factorisations. 
The reader may like to note that the existence problem for decompositions (not 
factorisations) of complete bipartite graphs into complete bipartite graphs has recently 
been solved by Hoffman and Liatti [1]. 
2. Factors and faetorisations 
Definition 2.1. Let G, H be two graphs. An H-factor of G is a subgraph K of G 
such that K is a union of vertex disjoint subgraphs each isomorphic to H and such 
that V(K)  = V(G). An H-factorisation of G is a dissection of G as a union of pairwise 
edge-disjoint H-factors. 
The following is clear. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G, H, J be graphs such that G has an H-factorisation and H has 
a J-factorisation. Then G has a J-factorisation. 
Lemma 2.3. Let a, b, c be positive integers and H a graph. Then if  Ko, b has an 
H-factorisation, so does K~c,bc. 
Proof. See Ushio [2, Theorem 3] for the principle of the proof. [] 
Lemma 2.4. Let a, b, c, d, k be positive integers. Then if  K~,b has a K~,a-factorisation, 
Kka, kb has a Kk~,kd-factorisation. 
Proof. A standard method of identifying factorisations of complete bipartite graphs is 
to represent the edges of the graph by entries in a matrix and the factors by labelling 
of the entries so that two entries are identical if and only if they belong to the same 
factor. We shall use this method repeatedly during this paper. 
Given such a set-up for our Kc, d-factorisation of Ka, b, we have an a × b matrix with 
labelled entries. The proof then consists of replacing each entry (labelled 0, say) by a 
k x k submatrix with all its entries the same 0. This gives a labelled ka × kb matrix 
where the labelling corresponds to a Kk~.,kd-factofisation as required. 
Note that the number of distinct factors is preserved under this construction. [] 
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The main thrust of this paper is to analyse Kp, q-factorisations of Km, n. We shall 
assume that pq > 1 as the case p = q = 1 is well understood. 
Clearly there are various necessary conditions which must be satisfied if such a 
factorisation is to exist. So let us asume that a Kp,q-factorisation of  Km,~ is given. 
Certain integers are defined as follows: 
f -  the number of Kp.q-factors in the factorisation, 
t - the number of copies of Kp, q in any factor, 
b = the total number of copies of Kp,q m the whole factorisation. 
So immediately b = f t  and, since any Kp,q-factor spans Km .... 
t(p + q) = m + n. (2.1) 
Now let (VI, V2) be the vertex bipartition of Km,~ (IVll = m, IV:I = n). In any 
particular Kt,,q-factor we may have, say, x copies of Kp, q with its partite set of size p 
in VL and y copies with it in V2. Thus x+y = t, px+qy = m and qx+ py  = n which 
solve to give 
x = (pro - qn) / (p  2 - q2), y =- (pn - qm) / (p  ~ - q2) (2.2) 
which are independent of the factor chosen. 
Next we count edges. Every Kp, q-factor has tpq edges so that in a factorisation 
mn = J?pq = bpq. Thus 
mn mn(p  + q) 
f - (2 .3)  
tpq pq(m + n)" 
Also, given a vertex v in //1, it is incident to n edges in Km,,. In each Kp, q-thctor 
it will be incident to either p or q edges depending on the orientation of the relevant 
copy of Kp.q. Suppose that there are rl-factors contributing p edges and Sl contributing 
q edges each. Then prl + qsl n and rl + sj - f ,  which solve to give 
n - qf  (pn - qm)n  
F I  - -  _ _  - -  
p - q p (p  - q)(m + n) '  
(2.4) 
(pro - qn )n 
SI ~- 
q(p - q)(m + n) 
which again are independent of the choice of vertex v in VI. 
Working from a vertex in //2 we get similarly integers 
(pm - qn)m 
Y 2 
p(p  - q)(m + n) '  (2.5) 
(pn - qm)m 
$2 
q(p - q)(m + n)" 
Theorem 2.5. I f  p, q, are positive inteqers with pq > 1 and i [a  Kp, q-factorisation q[" 
K .... exists then the quantities t, x, y, f ,  rl, sl, r2 and s2 as set out in (2.1)- (2.5) 
are integers. 
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Definition 2.6. We call the integrality of  t, x, y, f ,  rl ,  s1, I'2 and s2 the basic arithmetic 
conditions (BAC) of  the problem. 
The converse to Theorem 2.5 is 
Conjecture 2.7. I f  the BAC are true then Km, n has a Kp, q-factorisation. 
Ushio [2] has shown that the conjecture is true i f  p = 1 and q = 2 and has partial 
results for p= l, q=3 and p= 1, q=4.  
Let us now fix the ratio x : y. From Lemma 2.3, any Kp, q-factorisation of Km, n leads 
to one of  Kmk, nk for any positive integer k, but the arithmetic is such that, even though 
the actual numbers x, y will change, the ratio x :y  is the same whatever k is. Thus, 
for any fixed ratio x :y  there is a least pair of integers mo, no satisfying BAC. We 
call this mo, no the base pair  for the ratio x : y. 
Theorem 2.8. Given a f ixed  ratio x : y, any pair o f  integers m, n satisfying BAC is 
an integer multiple o f  the base pair  fo r  that ratio. 
Proof. Let mo, no be the base pair for x : y. Then if m, n is another pair with the same 
ratio, there will be some rational number k for which m = kmo and n = kno. Suppose 
k is not an integer, then we can define ml = m - lkJmo and nl = n - ~kJno so that 
0 < ml < mo and 0 < nl < no. We prove the theorem by demonstrating that the pair 
ml, nl satisfies BAC contradicting the minimality of  mo, no. 
Consider (c.f. (2.4)), 
(pn - qm )n 
r l  = p(p  - q)(m + n)" 
By hypothesis, rl is an integer. Similarly we know that 
(pno - qmo )no 
rio = p(p  _ q)(mo + no) 
is an integer. Hence, writing k = [kJ + • where ~ is a rational between 0 and 1, 
(pkno - qkmo )kno 
El z 
p(p  - q )( kmo + kno ) 
= k (pno - qmo )no 
p (p  - q)(mo + no) 
= Lk I (pno-  qmo)no 
p(p  - q)(rno + no) 
= kk]rlo + 
=- [kJrlo + 
(pno -- qmo )no +~ 
p(p  - q)(mo + no) 
(p~no - q~mo )~no 
p(p  -- q )( ~mo + ~no )
(pn i - qm I )nl 
p (p  - q)(ml + nl ) '  
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Thus the pair ml, nl satisfies the first BAC condition in (2.4). Exactly similar arguments 
show that all the other BAC conditions are also verifiable for the pair m i, n j. 
For example, consider the case where m = n and x : y = 1 : 1. 
Corol lary 2.9. I f  Kn, n has a Kp, q-factorisation where p and q are coprime, then n 
is a multiple of pq(p + q) if  p and q are both odd, otherwise n is a multiple of 
2pq(p + q) 
Proof. The BAC imply that 
n n(p + q) n and n 
p + q' 2pq ' 2p 2q 
are integers. Hence, as p and q are coprime, the result must follow. [] 
Thus far we have essentially looked at just the parameters m, n, p and q. In order 
to examine the problem systematically it will prove more worthwhile to consider x and 
y as we did in Theorem 2.8. The BAC can be rewritten in terms of x, y, p and q as 
follows: 
t=x+y,  
(p - q)2xy 
f =x+y+ 
pq(x + y ) '  
(p - q)xy 
rl = y p(x + y) ' 
(p - q)xy 
Sl =x÷ 
q(x + y) ' 
(p - q)xy 
F 2 ~X 
p(x + y) ' 
(p - q)xy 
S 2 = y+ 
q(x + y) 
(2.6) 
The following is then indicated: 
Theorem 2.10. Let p and q be coprime &tegers. For a f ixed ratio x : y, the least pair 
of  integers xo, Y0, say, in the same ratio such that Eq. (2.6) give integer values for t, f ,  
ri, si, (i = 1,2), will determine the base pair mo, no for that ratio. Moreover, this is the 
case if and only i f  x0, Yo is the least possible pair such that (p -  q)xoYo/pq(xo + Yo) 
is an integer. 
Proof. If (p  - q)xoyo/pq(xo + yo) is an integer then (2.6) and the BAC numbers are 
integers. Conversely, if  the BAC hold then also by (2.6) ~ = (p -  q)xoyo/ 
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p(xo + Yo) and fl = (p -  q)xoYo/q(xo + Yo) are integers. So p~ = qfl. But p and 
q are coprime, so p I fl and (p - q)xoyo/pq(xo + To) is an integer. [] 
It is becoming clear that the coprimality of p and q will be a help to the mathematics. 
The final result in this section shows that this is not a hindrance to progress. 
Theorem 2.11. Let k, p, q be positive integers where p, q are coprime. I f  mo, no /s 
the base pair for some ratio x : y with respect o Kp, q-factorisations, then kmo, kno 
is the base pair for the same ratio with respect o Kkp, kq-factorisations. 
Proof. Let ml, nl be the base pair for Kkp, kq-factorisations. By Lemma 2.4 a Kp, q- 
factorisation of  Kmo.no determines a Kkp, kq-factorisation of  K~o,kn o. Hence, by Theo- 
rem 2.8, there is an integer 9 such that kin0 = 9ml and kno = gnl. Also, by Lemmas 
2.2 and 2.3, Km,,n, has a Kp, q-factorisation so, again by Theorem 2.8, there is an integer 
h such that ml = hmo and nl = hno. Thus k = 9h. 
Let J0 be the number of  Kp, q-factors in Kmo,,o and f l  the number of Kkp, kq-factors 
in Km,,~,. Then 
,f~ = 
mlnl(kp + kq) 
kpkq(ml + nl) 
hmohno(p + q) 
kpq(hmo 4- hno) 
h mono(p + q) fo 
k pq(mo + no) g " 
So 9 I f0. A similar argument show that 9 also divides all the numbers given in the 
BAC conditions for Kp, q-factorisations which implies that 9 = 1 since otherwise the 
pair molT, no~9 would be a lower base pair contradicting the original assumption. 
Hence h = k and mj = kmo, nl = kno as required. [] 
3. (v, h, p, q)-tessellations of ~2 
For the time being we assume that p and q are coprime. We first tessellate the plane 
by rectangles of size p x q (p rows and q columns) and of size q x p. We call the 
former Type I and the latter Type H. 
From these we construct Type I columns of size pq x q by placing q Type I 
rectangles above each other. Similarly p Type II rectangles tacked vertically give a 
Type H column of size pq x p. 
Next we form a standard brick by abutting v Type I columns and h Type lI columns 
horizontally in parallel (Type I to the left and Type II to the right) to form a rectangle 
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of size pq × (vq + hp). The standard 2, 3, 3, 2-brick is shown below: 
467 
The reference point of any rectangle is taken to be its lower left-hand corner. The 
rectangle may be said to be at its reference point. 
We can now define the standard (v,h, p,q)-tessellation of the plane by identifying 
a standard brick for every reference point of the form (r(vq + hp)+ svq, spq), where 
r,s ~ ~. From the dimensions of the standard brick we see that this is a tessellation 
which consists of infinite strata of height pq where the strata shift to the right by z;q 
as we go up each level. The following result is evident. 
Proposition 3.1. The (v,h, p,q)-tessellation is invariant under the action q/" the trans- 
lation group (vq + hp)77 x (cp/v)2 where c = lcm(vq, vq + hp). 
We now define two fundamental areas in the plane which will together give the 
factorisations we are after. Consider first the set of all reference points of Type I basic 
rectangles: 
= - -+2pq+iz  p 0~<K<v, 0~<2<- - ,  O<~/z< q
v vq 
and let ;~" be the set of all Type I basic rectangles with reference points in V. 
Proposition 3.2. The orbit of ~1/ under the action of the translation group 
(vq+hp)Z × (cp/v)Y on R 2 consists of all the Type I basic rectangles in the standard 
(h,t;, p,q)-tessellation covered precisely once each. 
Proof. First consider all the Type I rectangles in the standard brick at (0,0). The set 
of reference points for these is {(~q,/~p) I 0~<:~ < v, 04/~ < q}. 
For a given (~q,/~p), the point (~q+lfC,~cp/v+fip) lies in V (~c ~- :~, 2 0, ~t = [4), 
and the latter translates to the former by ( -~c, -~cp/v)  which is in the required group 
of translations. 
A similar argument shows that all the Type ! basic rectangles in the standard bricks 
at the points (2vq, 2pq), 0~<2 < c/vq, are also in the orbit of ~'i 
Then, by horizontal translation by integer multiples of vq + hp, all Type I basic 
rectangles with second co-ordinate y in the range 0 <~y < cp/v are in the orbit of 
Finally, vertical translations by integer multiples of cp/v covers the rest of the Type 1 
part of the plane. 
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To show that every Type I basic rectangle is covered just once it is sufficient to 
show that 
~¢/ 'A(~(vq+hp) ,~)~U=O 
for every (~,/3) ~ (0,0), or equivalently, considering reference points, that, given 
0 <~ x, x' < v, 0 <~ 2, 2 ~ < c/vq, and 0 ~</t,/~' < q, the equations 
xq + 2vq + I~C = ~(vq + hp) + x~q + 2~ vq + 1~;c (3.1) 
xcp + 2pq + pp = /3cp + tc'cp + 2'pq + p;p (3.2) 
v v v 
are soluble only when x = x ~, 2 = 2 t, kt = p' and ~ =/3 = 0. 
Consider (3.2). Then 0~<[/~ - x + x'[cp/v = 1(2 - 2')pq + (p - It')p[. But [2 - 2'[ 
<<,c/vq- 1 and ]/~- p ' l~q-  1, so 
0-..<[/3 - x + ~c'l cp <~ cp___qq _ Pq + Pq _ q < cp 
v vq v 
Hence fl = K ~ - K as they are all integers, and so 2pq + t~p = 2~pq + #'p. From this 
0~<12- 2'lPq = II~- I~'lP<<.Pq- P, 
whence 12 - 2' I = 0, 2 = 2' and/~ =/~'. 
Next, from 3.1, (K -  K')q = ~(vq +hp),  so 
O<~l~l(vq + hp) = Ix -  x'lq<~v q -  q < vq. 
Thus c~=0, K=K'  and f l=0 .  [] 
Note that ~" lies in a cp x cq rectangle at the origin. Next we look at the Type II 
structure. Let d = lcm(hp, vq + hp) and 
H={(cq+~p+2hp+lut ,  cp+dq-pq-Kd-~f f  - 2pq+l~p)  
} 0~<~¢<h, 0~<2<~p 0~<p<p 
and let Jg  be the collection of  Type II basic rectangles at the points in H. 
The first thing to do is to check that ~ is part of  our tessellation. The following 
result is elementary. 
Lemma 3.3. Given positive integers x, y, x lcm(y,x + y)  = y lcm(x,x + y). 
Clearly (0 , -pq)  refers to a Type II basic rectangle in the tessellation. To see that 
(cq, cp + dq - pq) does the same we need to know that the translation (cq, cp + dq) is 
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in the symmetry group of the tessellation. That (vq + hp)lcq is sure by the definition 
of c, and (cp/t,)(v + h) = cp + dq follows from the lemma. The remaining points in 
H refer to Type II basic rectangles ince the increments determined by ~c, )o and/~ are 
essentially the same as those for V before. Then the following result is proved much 
as the corresponding Type I variant. 
Proposition 3.4. The orbit of ~ under the action of the translation group 
(vq ÷ hp)7/ x (cp/v)~ consists of all the Type II basic rectangles in the standard 
(h, v, p, q)-tessellation covered precisely once each. 
Note that ~ is contained in a dq x dp rectangle at (cq, cp). 
Theorem 3.5. Let p,q be coprime integers with pq > 1, let v,h be coprime integers 
and let c = lcm(vq, vq 4- hp), d = lcm(hp, vq + hp) then Kin, n has a Kp, q-factorisation 
where m = cp + dq and n = cq + dp. 
Proof. Let V1 = {1 . . . . .  m} and V2 = {1 . . . . .  n} be the vertex bipartition of Km, n. Then 
we identify the edge between i E Vl and j E V2 with the unit square in the plane at the 
point (i,j). Thus each Type I and Type II rectangle within the m x n rectangle at the 
origin corresponds to a Kp, q subgraph. 
The above construction is designed to ensure that "UU~ corresponds to a Kp, q-factor 
of Kin,,. 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.4 together imply that, under the action of the translation group 
(vq + hp)Y x (cp/v)2~, the orbit of ~ U o;4f, covers the whole plane precisely once. 
But the orbit of the m x n rectangle at the origin under the action of the trans- 
lation group nT/ x m7/ is similarly the whole plane covered once. So effecting the 
quotient of the latter group on the tessellation of the whole plane via copies of 
~t O ,~  will project down to a dissection of the m x n rectangle at the origin into 
parts each of which must correspond to a Kp, q-factor of Km, n. Finally, the facts that 
the stabilisers of all the orbits under consideration are trivial and that the whole 
plane was covered guarantees that we have indeed contructed the required Kp,q- 
factorisation. [] 
Note that the number of  factors in the factorisation just constructed is (cp + dq) × 
(cq + dp)/(c + d)pq. 
4. Working towards Conjecture 2.7 
In this section p and q are again coprime. 
Proposition 4.1. Given positive eoprime integers ~, fl, let h and v be chosen to be the 
least coprime positive pair such that hp/vq = a/ft. Then the base pair of integers for 
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the ratio x : y = ~ : fl is the pair mo = (cp + dq)k -1 , no = (cq + dp)k -1 where 
k = gcd (vq + hp, g~vq,  (p - q)Vhhp) J 
(where c and d are as defined in Section 3). Thus when k = 1 Conjecture 2.7 is true. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.10 we need to ensure the integrality of (p  - q)xy/pq(x  + y)  in 
order that all the BAC constants are integers. From the standard (v, h, p, q)-tessellation 
we obtain a Kp, q-factorisation of Kcp+aq, cq+ap and in this situation x = c and y = d. 
Note also that x/y  = vq/hp. Let g = gcd(vq, hp), then 
(p - q)cd _ (p - q)vqhp(vq + hp)2g -2 
pq(c + d) pq(vq + hp)Zg -1 
_ (p - q)vh 
g 
since c + d = (vp + hq)Zg 1. But we have chosen gcd(v,h) = gcd(p,q) = 1 and so 
g = gcd(hp, vq) divides vh. 
Let us define gh, gv, h0 and v0 by gh = gcd(h,q), g~ = gcd(v,p), h = hogh, and 
v = vogv. Then g = gvgh and our key quantity is (p - q)voho. 
By Theorem 2.8 we know that cp + dq = kmo and cq + dp = kno for some integer 
k where mo, no are the base pair for the ratio c : d. This implies that k divides 
all of c,d and (p -  q)voho. But gcd(c,d) = vq + hp, so the required value of k is 
gcd(vq + hp,(p  - q)voho) as required. [] 
Note that the order of the coprime pair ~ and fl can be relevant here since swap- 
ping them over will produce different values for h and for v and possibly also for k. 
Nonetheless, the base pairs obtained will only differ by being transposed. 
Example. Let p=3,  q = 1, ~=3,  f l=  1. Then h = 1 = v, c =4,  d= 12, g= 1, 
k = 2, mo = 12 and no = 20. On the other hand if we reverse c~ and fl we must have 
h= 1, v=9,  c=36,  d= 12, 9=3,  k=6,  mo=20 and no= 12. 
Corollary 4.2. Conjecture 2.7 is true for  K1,2-factor&ations. (c. f  [2]: note that 
KI,2 =/93.) 
Proof. We have p = 2 and q = 1. From Proposition 4.1 we look at 
vh 
k =gcd(v+2h,  gcd~,2h) ) .  
Consider the pair c~, ft. If one is even, we suppose it is ~ so that we have h = ~/2 and 
v = ft. Then k = gcd(a + fl,~fl/2) = 1. On the other hand, if both ~ and fl are odd, 
then h = ~ and v = 2fl and k = gcd(2(a + fl),~fl) = 1 also. [] 
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Theorem 4.3. Conjecture 2.7 is true for  Kp, q-factorisations o f  K~,n whenever p -q  is 
odd and p, q are coprime. 
Proof. Here ~ : /~  : 1 so h = q and v = p and k = gcd(2pq,  p -  q). [] 
Theorem 4.4. Conjecture 2.7 is true for  Kl,q-factorisations o f  Km, n whenever 
gcd(z~ +/3, q -  1 )= gcd(~,q)= 1. 
Proof. Let ]~l = gcd(fl, q), /~ = /~o]~l and q = qo//i. Then h = ~qo, v = flo and 
gcd(vq, h) = qo. Then 
k = gcd((/~qo + ~qo), (q - 1)fio~qo/qo) 
= gcd(qo(~ + f l ) , (q - 1)~flo) 
= gcd(qo, ( 1 - q)~flo) 
: gcd(qo, ~o)  
= gcd(qo, ~) = gcd(q, ~) = 1 
since gcd(q0,/~0) = gcd(q0, 1 - q) = gcd(~ + fl,~flo) = 1. [] 
5. Balanced Kl, q-factorisations 
We call factorisations of  Kn,n balanced since they require that the c~ :/~ ratio referred 
to in the previous section must be 1 : 1. By Theorem 4.3, the BAC conjecture is true 
for balanced Kl,q-factorisations whenever q is even. 
We are able to prove the conjecture in hal f  the odd cases: i.e. when q : 4k - 1 for 
posit ive integers k. The BAC condit ions then require us to provide a Kl,q-factorisation 
for Kn, n when n = q(q + 1 ) = 4k(4k - 1). 
I f  such a factorisation exists then the basic arithmetic condit ions mean that it wil l  
have 8kZ-factors, each of  which wil l  contain 8k -2  copies of  K l , ,k-1,  and so that each 
vertex of  Kn,,, will be covered by 2k central K1,4k 1 vertices and 2k(4k - 1 ) peripheral 
K~,4k_ I vertices. 
The proof  of  the existence wil l  consist of  providing a systematic labell ing of  the 
entries of  an n × n matrix by the integers 1 , . . . ,8k  2 as the edges of  Kn,~ natural ly 
correspond to the places of  such a matrix. 
Our starting point is an interesting colouring lemma on a different type of  bipartite 
graph. 
Lemma 5.1. Let G = K2r ,4r_  2. Then if  r is even, the edges of  G may be coloured 
by the set o f  colours {c+i l  1 <~i<~2r} so as to satisfy the followin 9 criteria [here we 
assume that the partite sets o f  G are X : {xl . . . . .  x2r} and Y = {yl . . . . .  y4r-2}]: 
(1) all edges at a vertex have distinct colours; 
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(2) the colours ci and c-i  are absent at the vertex xi, 1 <~i<~2r; 
(3) the eolours present at each vertex yj, 1 <<.j<<.4r - 2, are balanced in the sense 
that ci is present at yj i f  and only i f  c- i  is also present; 
(4) edges coloured e±i meet precisely half  o f  the vertices o f  Y, 1 <~i<~2r; 
(5) if {il . . . . .  ir} is the set o f  positive indices o f  the colours at the vertex y] then 
the colours ci, . . . . .  c# are attached to the edges f rom y] to xi~ . . . . .  Xir but not 
necessarily in that order. 
Proof. Let C be a 2r x 4 r -2  matrix with entries to be determined in the set 
{-t-1,4-2 . . . . .  +2r}. The 2rth row of C is to be 1,2 . . . . .  2r - 1 , -1 , -2  . . . . .  - (2 r  - 1). 
We specify the first row which will then determine the remaining rows via a cyclical 
arrangement. To do this we first split C into left and right 2r x 2 r -  1 blocks, L, R, 
respectively. 
Consider R. The first row of R is to be 
r , -3 , -5 , -7  . . . . .  - (2 r -  1),(r + 1),(r + 3) . . . . .  (2 r -  1),2,4 . . . . .  ( r -2 ) .  
The second row of R is obtained from the first by cyclically shifting the first row one 
place to the right and by then increasing the magnitude of each number by one unit 
(i.e. k --* k + 1 and -k  --* - (k  + 1)) subject to the restriction that +(2r  - 1) --* 4-1. 
Thus we get 
(r - 1),(r + 1) , -4 , -6 , -8  . . . . .  -2 r ,  -1 , ( r  + 2),(r + 4) . . . . .  2r, 1,3 . . . . .  (r - 3). 
The remaining rows of R are then filled in by applying the same rule to the row above 
down as far as the (2r -  1)st row. 
A similar process (with one key modification) is used to determine all but the last 
row of L. Thus the first row of L is 
2r,3,5 . . . . .  (r - 1) , -2 , -4  .. . .  , - (2 r  - 2 ) , -2 r , ( r  + 2),(r + 4) . . . . .  (2r - 2). 
The second row is obtained from the first as in R with the exception that the numbers 
4-2r remain unchanged and are thus repeated iagonally to the fight. The second row 
of L is therefore 
(2r - 1),2r,4, 6 . . . . .  r , -3 , -5  . . . . .  - (2 r  - 1) , -2r ,  (r 4- 3),(r + 4) . . . . .  (2r - 3). 
So that the reader may easily discern the pattern we display the first three examples 
using Tables 1-3. 
As the entries in C are in a natural correspondence with the edges of  K2r,4r-2, an 
entry i in C is used to allocate the colour ci to the corresponding edge. We must now 
check properties (1)-(5) .  
By construction, the entries in any row of C are all different so the colours at 
a vertex of  X are certainly distinct. The construction of R is such as to make its first 
column 
r , r -  1 , r -  2 . . . . .  1 , - r , - ( r -  1) , - ( r -  2 ) , . . . , -2 , -1  
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Table 1 
r -2  
4 -2 -4 2 -3 3 
-4 4 -3 ! 3 -1 
-1 -4 4 -2 2 1 
I l I 2 [ 3 I I - I  1 -21-3  I 
Table 2 
r -4  
8 3 -2 -4 -6 -8 6 4 -3 -5 -7 5 7 2 
7 8 4 -3 -5 -7 -8 3 5 -4 -6 -1 6 I 
-8 i 8 5 -4 -6 -1 2 4 6 -5 -7 -2 7 
-2 -8 2 8 6 -5 -7 ! 3 5 7 -6 -1 -3 
-1 -3 -8 3 8 7 -6 -4 2 4 6 1 -7 -2 
-7 -2 -4 -8 4 8 1 -3 -5 3 5 7 2 -1 
2 -1 -3 -5 -8 5 8 -2 -4 -6 4 6 1 3 
I11  2 I 31 4 I 5 I 61 7ll-I ] -21-31-41-5 ]-61-71 
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while the first column of L is 
2r, 2 r -  1 ,2 r -2 ,  ,2 r -  1 1 - - ( l r - -  1) ... ~ r, - 2r, - ~ r, 
. . . . .  -2 , -1 , - (2 r -  1 ) -  (2r - 2) 
- (2 r -  I 1 1 , . ,  ~r), 1 . . . . .  2, 1 . ~r, ~r - 
and by the cyclic construction of  both the colours at each vertex of  Y must also be 
distinct. Thus condition ( l )  is verified. 
By construction the numbers ±2r  are absent from the final row of C. In the same 
way ±1 are absent from the first row of C, and by the cyclic construction this implies 
that the numbers +i  are absent from the ith row of C for every possible i. Thus 
condition (2) is satisfied. 
From the above examination of  the first columns of L and R a positive number 
occurs if and only its negative also occurs. This implies condition (3). 
Condition (4) is an immediate consequence of conditions (2) and (3) and the cyclic 
construction. 
Examination again of the first columns of L and R shows that condition (5) holds 
in those two columns. Again, the cyclic construction implies it holds overall. Lv~ 
Note 5.2. The observant reader will note that nothing is said about the case r odd. 
The lemma is clearly false for r = 1. A computer search has proved that it is also false 
for r = 3. On the other hand computer searches have found examples to verify the 
lemma for r = 5, 7,9, 11 although no systematic pattern has been detected. We would 
conjecture that the above lemma is true for all r except r = 1,3. 
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Theorem 5.3. Let q -= 4k - 1 for  any positive integer k. Then the BAC conjecture 
for  Ki,q-factorisations o f  Kn, n is true. 
Proof. Recall that, in order to complete the proof, we have to present a factorisation 
of  K,,,  when n = 4k(4k -  1 ) and that such a factorisation will have 8k2-factors. 
Let M be a 4k(4k - 1) × 4k(4k - 1 ) matrix with entries to be determined in the 
range 1 . . . . .  8k 2. Divide M into equal blocks of  size (4k - 1 ) × 2k to obtain a matrix B 
of  blocks where B is 4k × (8k - 2). 
By Lemma 5.1 we can label each block by c+i, 1 ~< i ~< 4k, so as to satisfy conditions 
(1 ) - (5 )  of the lemma. 
The main idea of  the proof is to fill in rows of  blocks in a way related to: 
• which row of B (i.e. 1 ~<row~<4k) the block lies in, 
• which ci is assigned to the block, and 
• whether i is positive or negative. 
Rows in a block will consist of  'consecutive' integers. For I ~r<~4k define dr to 
be the sequence of 2k integers 
dr = (2k( r -  1 )+ 1 ,2k( r -  1 )+2 . . . . .  2kr), 
and for 0 ~ j  < 2k let dr, j be the sequence of  2k integers obtained from dr by cyclically 
shifting every element j places to the right (so dr,0 = dr). 
We now fill in the blocks of M. Suppose a block lies in the rth row of  B and has 
been assigned the colour ci by the lemma. There are two cases: 
(a) i > 0: Then the first 2k rows of  the block are set to di,0 and, working downwards, 
the remaining 2k - 1 rows are set to dr, j, 1 <<,j < 2k. 
(b) i < 0: Then, again working downwards, the first 2k rows of the block are set to 
dr,j, 0 <~j < 2k, and the remaining 2k - 1 rows are set to d-i,o. 
As an example, Table 4 shows the contents of two blocks in row r = 1 labelled cz 
and c-3, respectively, when k = 2: 
We claim that, once all the blocks of  M have been filled in by this method, the set 
of  entries for a specific integer m in the range 1 ~ m ~< 8k 2 corresponds to a factor of 
Kn, n and so overall we have identified a factorisation as required. 
So fix such a number m, and as usual, set the partite structure of  Kn,~ by two 
sets X= {xl . . . . .  xn} and Y={Y l  . . . . .  Yn} so that X labels the rows of M and Y the 
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columns. Then we can find a unique r, 1 ~< r ~<4k, such that m lies in the sequence dr 
and hence in all the dr, j. 
Examine the blocks corresponding to the rth row of B, together with the labels c:~i 
which, for various i, have been assigned to that row. By properties (1) and (2) of 
the lemma, there are equal numbers of  positive and negative labels on this row of B, 
indeed there are 4k -  1 of  each sign. 
In each of the negatively labelled blocks in question we find the first 2k rows are 
dr, j, 0 ~<j < 2k and so all contain one copy of m. In the positively labelled blocks, 
however, property (2) prevents m from occurring in the first 2k rows. Thus, each of 
these rows contains precisely 4k -  1 copies of m as there are 4k -  1 negative lables 
on the row of B, and together they will correspond to a copy of K1,4k-1 with centre 
in X. In addition, the fact that the dr, j move cyclically to the right as we move down 
the blocks ensures that the copies of  K~,4k-1 thus specified are all vertex disjoint. 
A similar argument on the bottom 2k-  1 rows of all the blocks with positive labels 
identifies a further set of  2k - 1 K1,4k-l'S all centred on X and all mutually vertex 
disjoint from each other and those produced earlier. 
Next consider columns of B. By virtue of  properties (3) and (4) of the lemma, we 
know that cr and c-r  are restricted to precisely half of  the columns of B, and, in any 
column where either occurs, so does the other and both just once each. 
Consider such a column. The block labelled cr has 2k rows of type dr, o and that 
labelled c_r has 2k -  1 such rows. Thus m occurs precisely 4k -  1 times in the 
appropriate column of M and so corresponds to a Ka,4k-1 centred on Y. By property 
(4) of the lemma there are 4k -  1 such columns of B identifying 4k -  1 such K1,4k_ 1. 
But these must be mutually vertex disjoint since the only possible intersections would 
arise from labels c±r occurring on the same row of B, property (2) ensures that one 
positive and one negative label only can be on the same row and cr picks up entries 
in the top 2k rows of a block whereas C--r picks up entries from the bottom 2k-  1 
rows. 
Finally we must show that the K1,4k-I 'S thus found centred on X are vertex disjoint 
from those found centred on Y. This follows from the cyclic disposition of  the dr,j's in 
their various positions, and the fact that, by property (5) of  the lemma, those columns 
of B containing c:~r have none of these labels in row r and in row r of  such a column 
the label is some ci where i > 0. This means that the only conflicts arising from such 
a column can occur in row r, but since i > 0, the bottom 2k - 1 rows of the relevant 
block have been shifted positively to the right thus removing any conflict. 
Thus each of the numbers l~<m~<8k 2 specifies a set of  4k -  2 mutually vertex 
disjoint copies of  KI,4k-I which, by counting vertices, must be a factor of  
K4k(4k-l),4k(4k-l). [] 
This construction leads, in the case k = 1 using the example of  r = 2 displayed 
above, to the matter of  Table 5 which identifies a Kl,3-factorisation of  K12,12 by 
8-factors 
The factor corresponding to the label 3 has been highlighted. 
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Table 5 
7 8 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 5 6 
7 8 2 1 2 1 3 4 2 1 5 6 
2 1 3 4 7 8 2 1 5 6 2 1 
3 4 7 8 3 4 1 2 5 6 3 4 
4 3 7 8 4 3 1 2 5 6 4 3 
7 8 4 3 5 6 4 3 4 3 1 2 
5 6 5 6 7 8 5 6 3 4 1 2 
6 5 6 5 7 8 6 5 3 4 1 2 
1 2 7 8 6 5 3 4 6 5 6 5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 7 8 7 8 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 7 8 7 8 7 
8 7 8 7 8 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 
6. Some Ki,3-faetorisations 
Theorem 6.1. The BAC conjecture is true for  Kl,3-factorisations with ratio ~:~ = 
3:6k - ( -1 )  k 
Proof. Theorem 2.10 implies that x = ~7 and y = f17 where 7 = 3k + 2 if k is odd 
andT=3k+l  i f k i s  even. 
Consider first the case where k = 2j + 1 is odd. We let g = 3j + 4 and h = 3j + 2, 
then straightforward calculations how that 
m=49(29-3) ,  n= 12h(29-3) ,  f=89h,  
rl =2(49-5)h ,  sl = 18h, r2 =29,  s2=2(49-5)g .  
The proof amounts to providing a tiling of the m × n rectangle at the origin in the 
plane by regions which can be identified as coming from 12 × 12 squares or 4 × 12 
rectangles. This is achieved from a structured tiling of the whole plane. 
Note that m = 129 +4(29(9 -3) ) ,  and consider the rn × 12 rectangle ~o at the origin. 
Tile this rectangle by 9 abutting 12 × 12 squares at the top with 29( 9 - 3) abutting 
4 × 12 rectangles underneath them. Now tile the m z 12h rectangle 5% by copying that 
of  ~0 h - 1 times in abutting vertical strips parallel and to the right of  ~o. Finally 
complete a tiling J -  of the plane 
U (12ha, rob- 12ga)5%. 
a, bEz 7 
Note that J is invariant under the action of the group n7/x m77. 
The proof for the case where k is odd is then completed by an appropriate labelling 
of the squares and rectangles of  ~- which induces a labelling of the unit squares in the 
m x n rectangle of  the origin corresponding to a complete K1,3-factorisation of Km, n. 
Let {x0 . . . . .  x f _  l } be a set of  labels for the unit squares by which we will identify the 
required f distinct factors. Recall from Theorem 5.3 that Kl2,12 has a Kl,3-factorisation 
with 8 factors as shown in the figure at the end of Section 5. Create a set of  labels 
{co . . . . .  cob-1 } (remember that f = 8gh) and assign to each square in the tiling of  5% 
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a label c;~ and a labelling of  its unit squares by the labels in {x8~ . . . . .  X82+7 } in the 
obvious correspondence to our known K1,3-factorisation of  K12,12. 
Next, there is a simple Kl,3-factorisation of  K4,12 as indicated by 
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 
2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 
3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 
where {0,1,2,3} indicate the 4 distinct factors. Now create labels of  the form c~,6 
where 0~<2 < gh and 0~<6~< 1, so that when a rectangle of  5% is given the label cz, a, 
its unit squares are labelled by x8~+na+~ where 0 ~< ~ ~< 3 in the same relative position 
to the above. 
We first need to see how to allocate the various labels to the squares and rectangles 
of  5%. The squares are arranged in h columns of g squares. For each 0 ~< 2 < gh, let 2 = 
#g+v where 0~<v < g. Then allocate c~ to the square at the point (12#,m-  12-  12v). 
To deal with the labelling of  the rectangles it is more convenient to group them into 
blocks. There are h columns of 2g(g - 3) rectangles in the tiling of  5%. Group them 
into 29 layers £P0 . . . . .  "~2q--I of size 4 (9 -3 )  x 12h. Each row of ~-  has g -3  = h -  1 
rows of h rectangles. A typical one is located at (12~,4(h -  1)q +4( )  where 0 ~< ~ < h, 
0~<q < 29 and 0~<( < h -  1. Let 2 = q + (1 + ~ + ( )9(mod#h)  and assign the label 
c;~,6 to the rectangle at (12~,4(h -1) r /+4( )  where 6 = 0 if q < 9 and 6 = 1 otherwise. 
With these labellings we have induced a labelling of  the unit squares of  5% so as 
to give a dissection of  Km,12h into copies of  KI,3 in such a way that every vertex of  
the partite set of  size 12h meets just one K1,3 labelled xi for 0~<i < f and there are 
just two vertical copies of  K1,3 to be found from every column of 5%. 
We now label the whole tiling of  the plane by using all the translations of  the form 
(12ha, rob-  129a)5% as described above. 
The construction has been such that, when we concentrate on the m x n rectangle at 
the origin which represents Km,n we have the correct number of  vertical and horizontal 
copies of  K1,3 and every vertex of  the partite set of  size n meets just one K1,3 for each 
label xi. To complete the proof of  this part of  this case we have to show that there 
are no horizontal incompatibilities in the labellings. In other words, there must be no 
distinct squares or rectangles with labels c;~ or c~,6 with the same 2 (and 6 if relevant) 
and with a common row within the m × n rectangle at the origin. 
Two squares can have a possible overlap only if 
-8  <~mb-  129a~<8 
for some integers a and b. Now mb-  129a = 49( (29-  3 )b -  3a), and since 49>t 16 
and we are doing integer arithmetic, the inequality is soluble only if (29 - 3)b = 3a. 
But 3 and 2# - 3 are coprime so a is a multiple of  29 - 3, and since 0 ~< a < 29 - 3 is 
necessary for us to be within our m x n rectangle, the only possibility is that a = b = 0. 
Thus distinct squares with the same label have no horizontal overlap. 
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Table 6 




1 5 7,1 
6,1 
5,1 
2 6 4,1 
7,0 
6,0 
3 7 5,0 
4,0 
7,1 3,1 
6,1 2,1 0 
5,1 1,I 
4,1 0,1 
7,0 3,0 I 
6,0 2,0 
5,0 1,0 
4,0 0,0 2 
k=l  
6 7,0 3,0 
6,0 2,0 
7 5,0 1,0 
4,0 0,0 
3,1 
2,1 0 4 
1,1 
0,1 
3,0 I 5 
2,0 
1,0 
0,0 2 6 
3 7 
5 7,1 3,1 
6,1 2,1 
5,1 I,I 
6 4,1 0,1 
7,0 3,0 
6,0 2,0 
7 5,0 1,0 
4,0 0,0 
7,1 3,1 
6,1 2,1 0 4 
5,1 1,1 
4,1 0,1 
7,0 3,0 1 5 
6,0 2,0 
5,0 1,0 
4,0 0,0 2 6 
5 7,1 3,1 
6,1 2,1 0 4 
5,1 1,1 
6 4,1 0,1 | 5 
3 7 
Exactly the same argument works for rectangles. Finally we must check the possible 
horizontal overlap for a square labelled c;. and a rectangle labelled c;~,~. 
Let 2 = i~g+v where 0~<v < g. In ,9~0, the square labelled c~ is at (12#,m-12-12v)  
and rectangles labelled c;~,~ lie in ~v+,So which is a rectangle at (0,4(v + 6g) (h -  1)). 
Then, in order for there to be horizontal overlap between ~9~v+~g and the square we 
must have 
-8  ~<m-  12-  12v+mb-4ga-4(v+6g) (h -  1) 
= 4g(2g - 3)(b + 1) - 4ga - 4gv - 4g(g  - 3)6 - 12 ~<4(h - 1) - 4, 
or equivalently 
4~<4g( (2g-  3)(b + 1) -  a -  v - (g- -  3 )6 )~4(g-  1) 
But again we are in integer arithmetic and there is no multiple of 4 9 between 4 and 
4g-  4, so there is no possibility of overlap. 
The consequence of  all these arguments plus a liberal helping of  the pigeon-hole 
principle is that our labelling of the unit squares must determine a complete KI,3- 
factorisation as required (see Table 6). 
The other case is where k = 2j is even, and here we take g = 3j + 2 and h = 3j = 
g - 2 and it is easily seen that the expressions for all our BAC numbers in terms of 
g and h are exactly the same as they were for the odd case. It follows that the same 
constructions and calculations will work in the even case as did in the odd. [] 
Finally one extra result which settles the case where e" fl = 1 " 5. 
Theorem 6.2. There  is a K1,3-factorisation of K12,2o. 
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Table 7 
1 2 3 4 5 7 9 0 8 9 6 6 8 8 0 7 6 0 9 7 
1 2 3 4 5 9 8 7 0 6 8 8 0 0 6 9 7 7 6 9 
1 2 3 4 5 8 0 9 7 7 0 0 6 6 8 6 9 9 7 8 
2 4 5 3 4 6 7 8 9 0 5 4 2 1 2 1 1 3 3 5 
4 3 2 5 1 6 7 8 9 0 2 1 4 2 4 3 3 5 5 1 
3 5 4 2 2 6 7 8 9 0 4 2 3 4 1 5 5 1 1 3 
6 6 8 0 8 0 6 2 2 4 1 3 5 7 9 4 8 2 0 4 
0 0 6 8 6 2 2 4 4 8 1 3 5 7 9 8 0 4 2 6 
8 8 0 6 0 4 4 6 6 2 1 3 5 7 9 0 2 8 4 2 
5 1 7 7 9 1 5 1 3 3 7 5 9 9 3 2 4 6 8 0 
7 7 9 9 3 5 3 5 1 1 9 7 l 3 5 2 4 6 8 0 
9 9 1 1 7 3 1 3 5 5 3 9 7 5 7 2 4 6 8 0 
Proo£ Such a factorisation will have 10 factors. The 12 x 20 matrix of  Table 7 with 
entries in the range 0 . . .  9 provides a factorisation as required. 
Note that every row has 5 horizontal copies of  K1,3 and every column just 1 
copy. [] 
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